Siren
During these acts, you must reveal the following points:

Act One
1 (after someone asks how you all met Pascal) Pascal and I have been going out for six months. I like men
who are totally in love with themselves. Pascal was that kind of man. It’s fulfilling to see egotistical men
beg for my affections. And they sure do beg.
2 You should have considered it an honor to work for me Towel. As a model, I have quite a fan club. They
send me interactive mail, but I don’t have time to interact with all of them. I’ve married some of my fans.
Only the handsome, wealthy ones mind you. I’ve been married five times. I’m only twenty-six. I married
my first husband when I was nineteen. Pascal was a fan of mine.
3 All of my husbands died early. It’s very sad. I’m lucky they’d written me into their wills. I’m very wealthy.
I’ve given up getting married. The ceremony is such a bore. As an actor in a soap opera, I lie around the
spacecraft having conversations with the other inhabitants. I’ve been in it for seven years. They can’t find
anyone as beautiful as me in all the universes, so they keep me on. Pascal was jealous of my admirers.

Act Two
1 (after Brainy Feet says how Pascal got the debt collection company banned) Pascal had money because he
refused to pay bills or debts of any kind. He just eliminated the debt collection agents literally.
2 Pascal always wore his personal force field for protection. The force field recognized my presence and I
was allowed to get close. So was Towel.
3 None of my husbands have been very attentive. They’ve been too busy making money. I get plenty of
attention during the soap opera I act in. But I still felt I had to have an exclusive right to massage him. I
didn’t think it was healthy for him to become too dependent on a mere towel. Disposable towels do the job
just as well. You took your job way too seriously Towel. You needed to lighten up and enjoy life.
4 My mother died in a mysterious accident about a month ago. She always told me not to have anything to do
with Pascal. At first I didn’t think anything about it, but then I realized that he had people working for him
on the planet where my mother lived. Then my pet Quasi died. I loved him very much, so I was very angry.
I found out that Pascal’s servant had poisoned him. He died in my arms. It’s the first time I had actually
seen anything die. I generally avoid death. It really shook me up.
5 (after Towel says she killed your pet) I didn’t let on to Pascal that I knew what he was up to. I didn’t want
him to have the satisfaction of thinking that his evil plans had worked.

Act Three
1 I told Pascal that we would be alone together tonight. He was thrilled. I told Towel to have the night off
and leave the spacecraft. You seemed angry, but then you’d been like that ever since I started going out
with Pascal. I also told you to also take the night off, didn’t I The Answer? You never took time off. But I
insisted. I gave you money and told you to go shopping in the computer software galaxy.
2 I thought we would have a romantic time together. But no. He wanted to go through his budget and see if I
could help him cut costs. It was four hours of sheer boredom, I can tell you. After Pascal had seen how
good I am at saving his money, he asked me to marry him. He begged me. He promised me anything I
wanted. But I didn’t need his money, I have my own zillions. He even started crying. He said it was cruel
of me to torture him. That he loved me and wanted to marry me so badly. It was fantastic to see him cry.
He was such a selfish bastard. I think it was the first time he’d ever cried in his life. I told him would have
to wait a little longer for my answer. That’s when he yelled at me. He said he wasn’t used to be kept
waiting and he had no patience whatsoever. So I left him and went to the vitalizer.
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